Biodiversity Institute renovations complete

The KU Biodiversity Institute has announced completion of a two-year, $3.5 million renovation that has modernized the laboratories in 110-year-old Dyche Hall for 21st century research and student training about the life of the planet. A dedication reception and tours are planned from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 12.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

KU honors K.C., Topeka newspapers
The Kansas City Star and Topeka Capital-Journal are winners of the 2012 Burton W. Marvin Kansas News Enterprise Award for articles about conflict of interest and questionable actions by an international union and the Kansas Legislature.
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Medical-law collaboration expanded
The School of Law’s Medical-Legal Partnership Clinic will expand interdisciplinary coursework that pairs medical and legal students to optimize care for low-income patients, immigrants and victims of human trafficking.
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Groundwater levels continue decline
Average groundwater levels across western and central Kansas showed significant declines for the second consecutive year, according to preliminary data compiled by the Kansas Geological Survey.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Student promotes peace with music
A first-year doctoral student in KU Medical Center’s Department of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Science plays the oud for My Favorite Enemy, which made its U.S. debut earlier this month at the National Prayer Breakfast in Washington, D.C.
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KJHK featured on mtvU

KJHK was selected by mtvU to participate in the College Radio Countdown, a chance for the top college radio stations in the country to showcase their favorite music of the year.
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